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Attack of the killer flu

Traffic School blues

cover your mouth and move to the hills � or
you could be
the latest campus epi demic
the next
\'icti!TI of
T wan Flu
bug
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tittl
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_
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o, this nasty illness
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Volume 77, Issue 12

UOP ch�pter of Phi Kapp a Phi National Honor Socie
ty is
applications f rom outstanding senior students for a Graduate
for up to $6000 for first-year graduate or professiona
l
.
(50) of these �eUowships will be awarded nationwide.
Flft_Y,
addit1o�al students will receive Honorable Mention Awards of
Each Phi Kappa Chapter may nominate one student for these
..

seniors wit� outsta nding academ ic and leadership
shoul� contact �heir departme�t chairman or the Phi Kappa
Scholarship Commtttee representatiVe, Ron Limbaugh, at either
Holt-Atherton Center or the History DepartA'lent for additional
Deadline for submittmg completed applications is February 15 so
are �rged to pick up an application as soon as possible f om
Office of Dtrector, Holt-Atherton Center, in the new library wing.

;

lfaha.oo announces �bly staff positions

etlt.t
ow!

Assemblyman Patrick Johnston announced availability of applica
for the 1987-88 Assembly Fellowship Program. Fellows work as
a.embly staff in Sacramento for 11 months (August, 1987 through
and are paid $1,300 per month. While Fellows are
liwnJiro>tlto have a bachelor's degree, Assemblyman Johnston noted
academic major is acceptable. Although Fellows may also ear
11J11d\181te credit from California State University Sacramento, indivi
in midcareer are also encouraged to apply.
In the fall, Fellows are initially assigned to individual assembly
personal capitol staff positions. ln the spring they are
-1"'"'·-A to policy committee staff positions. This gives each Fellow
chance to be involved in the major components of the
process, AsSemblyman Johnston said.
JWerntllyl1natl Johnston invites anyone interested to contact hls
office at {209) 948-7479 for further details. Application forms
brochurb aioe available at Assemblyman Johnston's District
31 .E.' Channel, Room 306, Stockton, California 95202.
�r wbth.itting applications is February 20, 1987.

�

_,u ...•r

eleetion petitions available

Petitions for the ASUOP General Elections have been available to
student body this week. All students interested in running for an
are encouraged to drop by ASUOP and pick up a petition and
IIIDction rules.

IJUI!illfSS course offered

y
The Pacific Asian Mana geme nt Instit ute (PAM I) of the Universi�
m
ams
progr
cate
certifi
l
severa
a
H waii at Manoa will offer
from May 25·
business with an Asia-Pacific fOcus
uate s and
grad
14, 1987 (two six-w eek sess ions for

llullier-grad ates).

further information contact: Coordinator, Student Programs,
uUniversity uf Hawaii, CBA-C202, 2404 Maile Way, Honol
HI 96822. Phone: (808) 948-7564.
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UOP celebrates Black History Month
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Friday Sym posium will start its spring semester lectures tomorrow,
30, at noon. The speaker will be Dr. Carl Rollyson J.R.,
...JSta·nt dean of t h e g r a d uate school at Wayne State
llll:dversitv and a member of their English Department.
ll � li(QQ]rson has published a book and several articles on Marilyn
IMDnr1"' and he will hare his research and insights.
luncheon-lecture series meets Fridays at noon in El Centro.
should bring a sack lunch and/o• r have soup and salad for a
donation.

'

W:

e're All Part Of The Color
Of Life" is the theme of the
Black History Month Celebration
sponsered by the Black Student·
Union and Black Studies Depar
tlnent of the University of the
Pacific with assistance from
ASUOP, UPBEAT Lectures, and
the Community Involvemen t
Program (CIP).
The celebration will center a
round the assimilation of Black
Americans into the melting pot
culture of America, highlighting
the contributions of Black Ameri
cans and their influence on the
American way of life. The upcom
ing lectures are also an educational
opportunity to help combat the
growing racial tensions that are
prevelant in our country today.
The Black Student Union hopes
that students will become aware of
the struggle that continues, even by
the more than qualified Black
Americans in various fields.
Beginning the celebration on
Feb. 4 at noon will be Mrs. Sandra
Simpson-Fontaine, chief of staff to
Assemblywoman Maxine Waters
0
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graduate of Mount Holyoke Col
lege in Massachusetts and received
her law degree from UC Berkeley.
A native of Chicago, Fontaine
served for eight years on the Sac
ramento City Planning Commis
sion ard � serves on the Sac
ramento City and County Joint hou
sing and Redevelopment Com
mission.-She served on the Ways
and Means Committee of the Cali
fornia Assembly for the Depart
ment of Water Resources.
Fontaine recently drafted the
South African Divestment legisla
'tion, which was sponsored by
Assemblywoman Waters and was
passed by the California Legisla
ture last year. The biU was signed

by Governor Deukmejian and
went into effect January 1, 1987.
Her address will focus on the
role of Blacks in politics from a
behind the scenes look. Her first
talk wiU be in the Regents Confer
ence Room in the University Libra
ry at 12 noon on Feb. 4. A public
reception will be held at 6 p.m. in
the Gold Room that evening fol
lowed bv another address at 7 p.m.
February 12 at 7 p.m., the Black
Student Union will present Kerri
gan Black in Trying To Get Home,
a one-man show on the history of
Afro-American music.
Black, a native of Chicago and a
member of the famed Chicago
Children's Choir, graduated cum
laude from Phillips Academy in
Andover, Massachusetts. He ob
tained a bachelor's degree from
Stanford University in Creative
Writing and a master's in Folklore
from UC Berkeley.
Councilman Enrique Lang will
present a talk on his experiences in
Stockton politics and the recent
march through Forsyth County,
Georgia on Feb. 18 at noon in the
.K
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later that evening at 7 p.m. in the
Gold Room following a public
reception at 6 p.m. Councilman
Lang received his bachelor's deg
ree in Political Science from Mus
kingum College in Ohio and his
master's degree in Public Admini
stration from Central Michigan
University.
February 19 will find Mrs. Alice
Huffman, director of the Political
Affairs Department for the Cal
ifornia Teachers Association
in WP.C Room 140 at 6 p.m. Huff
man is the former director of So
cial Services under former Gov
ernor Jerry Brown and presently
is State Chair for the Black Ameri
can Political Association.

Model United Nations
a learning experience
By Alexia Lucero
Staff Wnter

M

any people have heard of the
Model United Nations, but
how many people really know
what it is? The Model United
Nations is both a club and a class.
In the fall, the group operates
solely as a club. Students learn the
rules and procedures to follow in a
conference, and have mock United
Nations meetings. The club, which
is headed by Dr. Pippin, has 40
participants. This year's topics in
clude Central America, Palastine,
Radia tion, and Narco tics. A
general debate on the issues and
the count ry, and a propo sed
resolution is prepared.
In the spring, the Model U.N.
functions as both a club and a
class. Found in the Political Sci
ence department, Model U.N. is an
especially beneficial class for pre
law and international relations ma
jors, but students of any major are
eagerly welcomed. The class deals
with the United Nations as an
international organization and dis
cusses the successes and failures of
the U.N.. Participants prepare for
a United Nations conference which
includes students from the United
States and Canada. This year, the
37th annual conference will be held
at the Universtiy of California at
San Diego, April 2-5. Next year's
conference will be the ftrst ever to
be held outside of the United

States; it will be held in Canada.
The schools represent over 100
countries.
Each year a school can select up
to 3 countries to represent
depending on the number of par
ticipating students. Each school
usually receives its first choice of
country. The schools then choose
their second and third choices from
the remaining countries. This year
UOP represents Peru as a third
world country and Vietnam and
Bulgaria as second world coun
tries.
Both member and observer
countries are welcomed to partici
pate in the debate itself, but only
the member countries are allowed
to vote.
At the conference, the general
assembly meets where each
country presents its issue and reso
lution. Each country has to per
suade the other countries to agree
upon and to pass the resolution. If
the resolution is passed, it goes into
the permanent record. Although
there are no real prizes, passing a
resolution is a great accomplish
ment. It is also honor to be selected
to hold a security council seat, a
reward for an excellent presenta
tion. UOP has held a seat for
three years in a row.
As you can see, the Model
United Nations is more than a class
or a club; it is learning experience
on how countries interact.

Sandra Simpson-Fontaine will be the first speaker during the February
celebration of Black History Month.
The final speaker for the month

will be Anasa Briggs, director of

Black/Ethnic Affairs for KPBS
Television in San Diego. She is
senior producer and host ot the
Anasa Briggs Show seen regularly
in San Diego and on KRMM in
Washington, D.C.

There will be two special music
programs on KUOP towards the
end of the month devoted to the
music of Black composers. All are
invited and all events are free to the
public. Come and see why Afro
Americans are "Part of the Color
of Life."

Squad car destroyed

Pacofican/ Kevon Burton

Squad car 602 after It was destroyed early Sunday momln�:

T

he UOP Public Safety
parking lot was the site of an
explosion inside a patrol car early
Sunday morning, resulting in ap
proximately $16,00) damage and
the destruction of squad car 602.
According to Lt. Jerry Houston,
the incident occured on Januarv 25
at 12:40 a.m. "It's our feeling
that someone threw in a flammable
liquid followed by a lighted match
(es); that, in turn blew out the win
dows causing an explosion," stated
Houston.
The explosion was heard inside
the Public Safety office, but it was
originally "thought that the noise
was from upstairs in the medical
center," Houston said. Officer
J.P. Badel spotted the blazing car
from Brookside Ave., shortly
thereafter.

"There was nothing to salvage,"
said Houston, who noted that
thousand of dollars in equipment
alone were lost in the blaze, in ad
dition to the value of the patrol
car Among the specialized equip
ment
destroyed
were
the
sophisticated police radio system,
valued at three to four thousand
dollars, and the car top light
system. There was no one injured.
At this time there are no suspects
in the case . which appears to be the
work of an arsonist. The Stockton
Police Department has taken over
the investigation. Anyone who has
any information concerning the
explosion and ftre, or was in the
area at the time of the incident,
should contact UOP Public Safety
or the Stockton Police Depart.
ment.
.
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Censorship dragon
It did not matter whether it was in
the East, the West, the South or the
Midwest; someone from one of these
groups was trying to censor or in
some way control the campus press .
This study
scraped the surface.
1bere are many more university
newspapers fighting for their First
Amendment rights.
Even worse is the large number of
papers completely controlled by univ
ersity administrators who don't unde
rstand the function of newspapers in
a free society and know little about
their constitutional rights.
Some examples of censorship un
covered in this study include:

By Ivan H o l mes

Professo '' Journaf1sm

Un1vorsot y of Arkansas

F.dilor's note: The material presented

just

here �YlS provided by a publication
entitled "Keeping Free Pre!Jses J<'ree,"
am{is the result of a study involving
r . 11 is printed
1 7 collegiate newspapes
in observa nce of Freedom of the
Colle�e Swdem Press Month,

January 1987.

After traveling 14,300 miles and
spending 55 days on the road visiting
student newspapers, two impressions
standout:

The good news

is there are intelli
gent, dedicated news-oriented, and
)X'Ofessionally inspired student jour
nalists at most of the 17 newspapers.
Censorship runs the gamut of
university groups: presidents and
provosts, vice presidents and deans,
department chairs and newspaper
advisors, and student governments.

•

•

•

The president of Pittsburg State
University in Kansas has exercisW
control of the Collegio on several

oo:asions, including approval of a
format change in the paper proposed
by it� part-time advisor, restructuring
publications board membership, and

convincing an editor not to run a
negative story about a new faculty
member.
•

•

An

•

,

By Patty Fell ows

AS' >tant News Ed• tor

P

tans for the School of Inter
national Studies continue as
a U111versity Search Committee
reviews candidates for a permanent
dean.
According to Oscar Jarvis,
academic vice president and
chairman of the Search Commit
tee, the committee hopes to
recommend three to five can
didates to President McCaffrey for
interviewing within weeks, and
hopes the process will be concluded
and a dean named by March I.
The Committee has received a
total of 107 applications from can
didates all over the nation. Accor
ding to Jarvis, the search team is
currently working with a pool of

15 names.
The Search Committee has been
receiving applications since mid
October when the olans for the
School of International Studies
were finalized. The seven member
team is made of representatives
from the economics, history and
political science departments,
deans from COP and SBPA, a
student representative, and Dr.
Jarvis as committee chairman.
Dr. Cortlandt Smith, director of
the Office of International Progr
ams, has been named acting dean
of the School and for the past few
months has been interviewing new
professors and developing the
school's curriculum.
The permanent dean of the
School of International Studies will
be governing an interdisciplinary

0.�

I

school; one with a wide curriculum
and an extensive study-abroad
program.
According to Jarvis, "the com
mittee expects the chosen can
didate to be knowledgeable in the
field of international studies, to
have a doctorate in one of the
social sciences or a related
discipline, and to have extensive
experience in program develop
ment and administration."
Pacific's School of International
Studies, scheduled to open in the
fall of 1987, will be the only un
dergraduate school of its kind at a
major university in California.
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SAVE WITH THIS COUPON
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�

TAKE OUT
T
R
Family or

1 217 W. March Lane

:

1
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$2'! !

26" Party Pizza.

Any 14" llediUIII or
11'' Ur,.. Pizza.

..

11 :30 until 2 p.m.

-'- --

24"

$1 00
Any

offer good at Rico's Pizza

___ _
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SAVEWITHTHISCOU'f)M I
Expires F eb. 1 2
'

f!���rret $2;!. �: Et

offer good at Rico·s Pizza
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1

Not valid With any other offer

__________________
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477-2624
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GETA

FREE 5" B&W T.V.
WITH PURCHASE OFA P341 PRINTER!

,

SALE

$ 27.00
100.00

20 pack
100 box

30.00
125.00

Verbatim.

$15.80
49.00
17.80
69.00

51/4'' DISKETTES SAVE 47-520/o
Package

5B-KB·t8t58
5B-K8-18188
5B-K8·86026

SS/00
OS/00
OSIHO

X

SALE

MAILERS

PROTECT FROM
DAMAGE

56-07-18275
Sugg. Ust $1.19 ea.

SALE

S17.95

99¢ ea.

Buy a carton of 25
and save $61

!IIJU

For 9V." x 11
5B-C2-54112 Lt. Blue
SB-C2-54113 Ok. Blue
5B-C2-54115 Green
5B-C2-541 t
Sugg. List $4.90

9 Red

.,

56.99

A

Epson M

B

X/RX/FX 100. FX 286

Apple Dol Matrox Pronlcr.
lmagewriter. C. lloh 8500
Prowriter. 8510.
NEC PC 8023A

NEC

Diablo 630. HyType II.
Xerox 1700. 1710. 1720.
1730. 1730/336. 1740.
1750. 1340A

c

�

SALE S11.99
CUT25%

GEfiUINf.

SALE

::;.sa

113 OFF
CENUINE

'

R

e)

SAVE A BIG

J

(F) 5B·02-8R02329 (G, 5B-02-8R02323

SALE

Sugg. List $7 20

S3.18

S4.32

GENUINE

Qume.

�
··-

[3J

TAKE
ADVANTAGE
OF

6

40%

Sugg. List $�.30

30o/o

OUR PRiCE

MULllSTRIKE

(J)

Ill

5B-02-83991-01
3ugg. List $4.50

NOW ONLY S3.15

MULllSTRIKE IV
(K) SB-02-83100-01
Sugg. Lls1 $7.95

SAVINGS
ONLY S7.15
SPECIAL s5.55
If you don't see your printer listed ... just ask us/

�
University

Book

Store

tJ1\lltnhr Ctlltr • Stod.tc.a, CA. fUll
• (1M) ,...1319

S149.95

113 0FF
suag

$26.75

3 95
38:93

:S

COMPUTER FURN ITURE

I

MULTISTRIKE FILM

S4.20

NYLON CARTRIDGE
(I) 56·02-52102001
Sugg List $8.95

H

JUST S28.44

SALE

�sf\����(; ll

G

K

5B-K7 -2000
Sugg List $199.95

Description
SALE
List
Wail Mounted
58-MU-EC I
B8 · ge
$39.99
5B·MU·LEMON �e 1� ow
26.75
39.99
all mou.nting brackeUon/ofl switch
Beoge
a9
8
59
5B-MU·LIME
Green
59 9

KEY

SAVE 40%

NOW ONLY

OVER
200fo
OFF LIST

6-0l!TLET SURGE
PROTECTORS

112 OFF

(E, 5B·02·8R02314
High Yiekl
Sugg. Llsl $7.00

CUT T O S2.40

7. 8, 9. 10 & 11

ly

POWER CONTROL CENTER$50 OFF!

e��� ���

{C) 5B·02-BMI60 box of
Sugg. List s47.40

Diablo• .

OIQDA.-m

L

S39.95

SALE

• Control up to 5 computer
comoonents
·
e
ctoon

(B, 5B·02·BM153
Sugg. L ost $12.09

ONLY S5.99

SALE

M ulti- purpose
IBM PC Color
IBM PC Mono

S36.95

SALE

·orintcr

$29.95
41.95

• 50.000.000 strikes per wheel
• Word processing seQuence
• For printers: 630. 630ECS. 1355WP, 1380WB
• For terminals: 630 630ECS. 1650 1730.
.
.
1730/336. 1750
N o.
Types!Yie
P itc h SUIJS· Ust $50
5B-CI-38301
Bold
PS
SB-01-38315
Le11er Gothic
12
5B-01-38310
P ica
10
5B-OI-38306
Roman
PS
5B-01-38303
each
Titan
10

'11.88

Okidata Microlone MLBO
ML82A. ML83A, ML92. M 93
Okidaln Mocroline 120. 1A2.
183. 19�. 193. ?:us Seri�s
Oumc. Sn.int 3. 5. 20

E.F

5B-A9-606955
5B-A9-607327
5B-A9-607328

No .

Oume. Sorint

{A) 58-02-BM 152
Sugg U�t "56.45

�

Diablo"

Color

X�fox Series 800. 850. 860
wolh front latch

·

TWIN-SPOOL NYLON MATRIX
(H) 5B-02-5210070t
Sugg. Lis1 $3.00

�

PR INTf:

-

MULTISTRIKE
ALM

(D) 58-02-50-030
Sug�. Usl $16.00

0

Spinwriler 3500. 2000.
8800. 300 Seroes

$Burroughs

MATRIX
NYLON

KEY

SAlE

Llll

151'1 x12 �2.95
24. 12
59.95

METAL PRINTWHEELSSAVE25% I

For 14'/o" x
5B-C2-54072 Lt. Blue
5B-C2-54073 Ok. Blue
5B-C2-54075 Green
5B-C2-54079 Red
Sugg. List $5.10

56·03-C37 600 Fots IBM PC
5B-03-C37615 FilsiBMPCAT
Sugg. List $16.95

Sugg.

WxO

5B·A9·PS 1215·SMK
5B·A9·PS1224-SMK

Sugg. List $49.95

$2.95
11

SAVE30%

No.

• Eliminates glare
• Blocks out 99%
of rellected hght

YOUR CHOICE

• Holds up to 6" of unburst printout
• Presst ex covers
No
Color
No.

ee

GET A FREE PAIR OF SUNGLASSES

17.95

H ANGING
DATA BINDERS

we

• Polaroid CRT
SAVE$10
SCREEN FILTER

41.95
39.95

400/o SAVINGS

ACCO.

PRINTER

KEY

3000

11

Match Ribbon Below to Printer Key
PRINTER

$27.95

80 col.
130col.

GREEN BAR. 14'/o x
58-LS-15750
15
59 95
3500
58-L�-15751
18
57.95
3000
58-LS-15752
20
55.35
2700
38.75
LETTE RHEAD PRINTER PAPER/detached 8V. x 1t
Hammermill white watermarked bono with superfine
perforations lor le11erhead look {912 x 11).
SB·L5-19921-6
20
26.95
I 000

COMPUTER RiBBON SALE!

Epson MX/RX/FX/ 70. 80,
82. JX80. IBM 515�

Printer

ANTI-STATIC DUST COVERS

5B-K8-TX1283
Sugg Ust $9.95

SALE

$39.95

SAVEOVERSS

DISK DRIVE CLEANING KIT
• 15 cleanings
• Includes 5'"" cleaning
diskel1e. I oL cleaning
solut1on

UY, x 11

Do

-

• Raises printer 4"
• Stacks paper below
• Smoke color acrylic

38.95
2700
26.99
·����,.tionL Looks like letterhMd
stationery

28.30

5114'' DISKETTE

• dolds up to 70
511 ·diskettes
• No-spill lock
5B-A9-54000
Sugg. L ist $26.95

SALE

Sugg.
List

WHITE,
x 11/detached
5B-L5-15701'
18
5B·L5-15702
20

�11·

Fraternities

DESKTOP PRINTER STANDS

Sugg. List
Paper WI. Carton
Sheets SALE

9Y,

No.

$20.00 $10.50
13.28
25.50
57.10

10-box
10· bo
10-to'lx

DISKETTE TRAY
SAVES9

font cartridge
from Toshiba

SALE S639.00
SAVE ON PRINTER NEEDS!
CONTINUOUS
1/3 OFF!
PRINTER PAPER

Sugg.
L ist

.� wl ·
�-

BONUS
A FREE

-

20 pack
100 box

Oesc.

at 72 cps
Five on-line fonts

58-MU-PRT3561 AAP
Sugg. list $999.00

�-

No.

•

• Prints

.r-

SS/DD
58-KS-OOS·Bt
5B·K8-005·BPt
[l$/00
5B·K8-005-B2
5B-K8-005-BP2

• LeJter-Qualily

Higtl-speed 216 cps drat1s
original and up to
2 copies

•

�·�·�
Packaae

1 5, 19 87

SALE ENDS FEB.

SAVE S360.00

TOSHIBA
m
''"''
.

No.
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salad bar, and garlic bread.
Monday thru Friday

:I
:
:

1 217 W. March Lane
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seem to care .

Includes: pizza, spaghetti, soup,

�

offer good at Rico's Pizza
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Large 16"" cheese pizza plus 1 item. I

51/4'' DISKET TES
ASLOWAS49C

lets )'IIU lne� lhrouQh long note·taktr11! ��IOns In fo�et. we"w ·
made wntcr's faUQue � ttuna o( ll:'e past! This cry>tal b.uTcloo ....:
t£rdll of 1111!
.
campus has a nbbt.-d nnaer lnl for coroUnuous comfort and ts pcrf�'Ctll' balanct:d
for dfurtless wnuna. Best o( all1fs rdillable.
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by offering financial and iega! ·�
tance to beleaguered student
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into their own hands.
After the committee appointed an
editor for The Echo who had written
articles critical of the university's
athletic department, the president
chastised the committee and told
them that future selection of editors
for the paper "would be somewhat
different."
The student senate president at the

•··-·-·-
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tion of this study is that a �
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president for academic affairs at the
University of Central Arkar1Sa5 have
taken publications committee matterS
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advisor.
Student government at Northern
lliinois pulled its funding of the
Northern Star several years ago be
cause the paper would not yield to its
pressures regarding editorial content.
The paper has functioned without
the funds ever since.

attempt to control Northern
Dlinois University's Nonhern Star
recently received nationwide atten
tion.
After a series of articles critical of
President Oyde Wingfield appeared
in paper Wingfield attempted to
remove Jerry Thompson as advisor
to the active, award-winning paper.
The Star had stories critical of
Wmgfield's performance elsewhere
before he came to Northern lllinois
and had more recently printed articles
about cost overruns in the remodeling
of the president's house.
Wmgfield assumed he was pub
lisher of the newspaper, because
university legal counsel so advised
him, and as publisher thought he
could transfer Thompson to another
position on campus.
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"bringing down
There appears to be a new breed of journalists who aren 't
questioning the actions of government. These journalists are willing to
agree rather than check.
. .
Is a free press even necessary if JOurnalists are not willing to
question and criticize the government ?
The foot of the problem can be found partially in the colleges and
this new breed of journalists is educated. Studies
niv
u ersities where
orship
is prevalent in many of the institutions of higher
o
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There are no sel rules or guidelines for student publications. A d
ministrators natural(.v assume that they have control over the paper.
Stttdents are left rrymg to figure out what their legal rig/us are. The
few guidelines that do exist usually change from school to school and
from public to private universities.
Colle?e admini�trators ne�� to realize that they are shaping the
jou�nalisls that ���(( become the watchdogs offreedom " for a(( of
sociefy. Journalrsts should be encouraged to question and not just
print one side of the story.
In commemoration of Freedom of the Co((ege, Student Press we
ask adm inistrators across the nation to understand that censori,;g at
the college level does hal'efar reaching effects.
Can society thrive without journalists questioning the acts of the
aurhorities?
And speaking of questioning authorities, whal could be the reason

for the evasive answers Pacifican reporters have been getting from

administrators regarding the Presidential search and the search for a
Deanfor the School of International Studies?
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Fraternities
I

Do

we need G reeks?

.., FAtitrir:

Every once in awhile some
1\ldent or administrator has the
gall to suggest that UOP might be
a nicer place without fraternities.
Hard to believe, h u h ? These
ignorant people obviously don't
see that we need the Greeks here at

UOP.

Without frat e r n i t i e s , w h ere
would we meet people? The frien
dships made in a fraternity are
much deeper and more lasting than
other friendships because all mem

bers are p�instakingly handpicked.
This process eliminates all the

"bad" and " d i fferent , " t h u s
assuring that any frat pal of yours
� going to be enough like you that
you' ll never have ro worry about
broadening your horizons.
If frat ernities w ere to be
i abolished, UOP would also miss
the lovely sound of screaming boys
every Monday night from 1 1 :00 to

1:00 and most weekend nights at
3:00. These cries not only lull the

residents of Grace Covell to sleep ,
but also, if they can possibly stay
awake during t h e s h o u t i n g
melodies, they can learn some
wonderfully inventive insults . A
true learning experience.
. Waving good-bye to the intense
nvalry would also break my heart .
Guys who were friends fresh man

year before pledging now stand on
opposite sides of fraternity circle
screaming insults at one another
and spending great amounts of
time plotting the meanest thing
they can do to the other houses
without getting caught . Can we let
something this special go?
And pledging -- few of us here at
UOP could do without this aspect
of fraternity life. Pledging not only
builds the character of the boys,
but is helpful to the rest of us as
well because the grading curve

suddenly lowers.
How could anyone want to rid
UOP of fraternities? We need the
Greek s.

Dara Kretschemer
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William A. Funkhouser

Radar gu n teaches a tough lesson
0

k, so I got caught.
It was finals week and
driving carefully was the least of
my concerns.

Now I consider myself a pretty
cautious driver. I like to have fun
sometimes (especially on the race
track down Brookside), but all in
all I'm pretty careful and aware of
how l drive.
Except that morning.
First if all, I believe 8 a.m. finals
should be outlawed . I had studied
most of the previous night, and
even the 6 a.m. cool shower didn't
help wake me up much . So I'm
grumpy, tired, and stressed as I
hop in my car. The short drive to
campus is spent going over the
material in my head and trying to
remember the one thing that I'm
sure will be on the test.
I've driven down Pershing many
times, and have often seen Mr.
..., " lir "n l fl " w;•h hi• r::trl::u

0 1 11 1

A

I've driven carefully past the stadi
um, I 've chuck lrd t o myscll at t h· ·

t oob who
ror �rcrrl in v .

I K)OI

navr bt'l'll nahb• "

That morning, l became a poor
fool.
I was too concerned with my
upcoming final and trying to get
into the left lane so I could turn in

to campus than to worry about a
radar gun aimed at me. So when I
saw the man in black wave me
over, I jolted back into shocked
consc iou sness w i t h the only
thought everyone gets, 'who, me? '
Trying to talk the officer out of
the ticket was frivolous so I sat
patiently (sort of) and ailed for
my little pink piece of paper.
I kept going over the scene
during my final (maybe that's why
I didn't do too well), and kept
.
thmking of ways I could have
avoided it.
What I really wish I had avoided
was going down to the court to
find out what the damages would
I was cited for going 43 m.p.h.
m a 30 m.p.h. zone; couldn't be
much, right? It was $77.00 .
Traffic school, with a court fee
of $22 and a school fee of $20 (not
to mention clearing my record)
sounded better. So, off I went .
Scraping ice off my car at 7 :30 in
the morning isn't one of my favor
ite pastimes, but on a Saturday
morning it's even wnr�e. I had to
be at Delta at 8 a.m., and I wa�n ' t
sure where I wa� going on the

�

?e.

Camru�
Finally,

l , alonp wit h 35 othc1
"st udent�" found ou1 way into a

classroom that would be home for
the next eight hours, paid our fee,
and got ready for a day I imagined
would be filled with boring lectur
es, gory movies, and a teacher that
made Atilla the Hun seem like
Captain Kangaroo.
What I found was a day com
plete with new safe driving infor
mation, films that were actually
interesting, and an instructor who
shared some of his experiences as a
highway patrolman.
The stories from the road
seemed to be the most hard hitting.
Some were so ridiculous that they
were hard to believe. Others were
so painful they were hard to listen
to.
We heard true, graphic accounts
of accidents he had worked, stories
that were intended to �e us into
wearing seatbelts all the time, and
to never drive if we had had
anything to drink.
We learned, through the movies
and lectures, some new driving tips
to make the road safer, and to
keep us more awake and aware of
our situations and how to react.
And we shared our experiences
on the road, situations we've en
countered and how we dealt with
them, and asked questions about

what to do the next time we find
ourselves in a similar situation.
Our instructor was nothing like
Atilla the Hun, just another driver
on the road who wants to feel a
little more secure when he gets
behind the wheel. He reminded us
what we learned in driver's ed.
-driving is a privilege, and none
of us should take it lightly and get
too comfortable in the driver's
seat.
We took breaks every so often ,
and I was too interested in the
lectures to even consider cracking
any of the books I brought. The
day, one I thought would last
forever, actually went by rather
quickly. Before I knew it, all 36 of
us were walking out the door,
"diploma" in hand, and ready to
tackle the streets again. This time,
a little more carefully and paying a
lot more attention.
While traffic school is not so
mething I'd like to do every Satur
day, I do believe it was time well
spent. I'm now a more aware,
intelligent , and careful driver. I still
may go a little above the speed
limit now and then, but now I've
been been "scared straight," and
try to go a little slower. It's not a
bad idea.

Resident want s to buy parking permit
Dear f..d itor:

As
t h .:
self
appointed
misrepresentat ive of the Commit
tee of Concerned Residents
residing along Euclid Avenue, it is
my duty to offer an apology to a
certain minority group in the
University community. We feel
that this apology is in order
because of our misinterpretation of
factual information. The infor
mation, which we so callously
misinterpreted, deals with our ob
servations of increased parking
along Euclid Avenue.
We have observed that the num
ber of cars parked on Euclid
Avenue increased dramatically after
the requirement to purchase a
campus parking permit was im
posed on the University com
munity. We assumed that the
reason for this increase in parking
was that those car owners did not
wish to purchase a campus parking
permit .
Imagine our surprise to find out
that this was not true. Actually
what happened, it seems, is that
the requirement to purchase a
par k i n g permit forced many
people of the University com
munity to realize that it is far more
convenient to park off campus.
There have been 40 or more cam
pus citizens to notice the con
venience of parking along Euclid
Avenue. This must have been a
very enlightening experience for
them. After years of parking in in
convenient locations on the cam
pus, they have been shown that
there are more convenient places to
park . I would think perhaps, that
they would feel obligated to thank
the Administration for pointing
this out to them .
It has really been difficult to
comprehend how we could have
been so wrong. It is understan-

dable, I guess, when you consider
that for the most part we know
very little about Sociology or the
finer points of Freudian analysis. It
is comforting to be corrected by
University specialists. I guess we
suffer from an old problem. When
you are dealing with something
outside your own field of speciality
you are just as dumb as the next
person.
There has been an unfortunate
incident of someone leaving 'notes
of concern' on the windows of cars
par ed in the neighborhood.
Perhaps these notes should bl
viewed by the owners wit h no lc'�
concern than that expH'S\Cd by
Belshazzer . A little writ inp., on

The neighborhood , however,
is much larger and I am sure
that there are many people
who

don't

rea l i z e

the

benefits o f living near the
University

paper in this case, has a message,
although I am sure that any
reference to the car owners family
heritage was only a careless ex
pression of emotional frustration
and not meant to be taken per
sonally.
We are also in debt to this
minority group from the Univer
sity community for pointing out to
us that we are very fortunate to live
so close to the University, where,
in spite of whatever inconveniences
we may experience, our property
values are high. To be honest, I
never evaluated our living situation

in quite this way. It just goes to
show how much you can overlook
in life.
A spokesman for this minority
group has also expressed unfair
ness of paying $50.00 for a parking
fee, stating that the 'University has
a responsibility to provide parking
space for its employees at little or
no cost just as it provides them
with office space .. .' This statement
does present an interesting point of
view regarding cash flow. With X
income and approximately X ex
pense, it is difficult to see how a
parking lot can, by hiding the e:x
pcnsr in the overhead category,
suddenly be considered as being
provided at 'little or no cost ' .
When you consider that a good
part of that X money is used to pay
salaries, it seems like a case of
taking from Peter to pay Paul. The
result , in this case, being several
sore Peters.
I have tried, with little success I
admir , to encourage the people ad
jacent to campus to write letters to
the U niversity community of
students, staff, faculty and ad
ministration, expressing our thanks
for the recent enlightenment. First,
we misjudged your motivation for
parking on our street, leaving your
cars days at a time. Secondly, we
forgot what a privilege we have
living next to a community of kind
and considerate citizens. For
tunately, one of these citizens has
been kind enough to tell us that we
should expect day-to-day incon
venience so that others will not be
similarly imposed upon . I suppose
it is a case of blissful ignorance on
our part.
I should point out that this
parking 'non-problem' is, at the
present time, localized to those
areas adjacent to the University.
The neighborhood however, is

much larger and l am sure that
there are many people who do not
realize the benefits of living near
the University. In order for these
other people to fully appreciate the
privilege of closeness to the
University, perhaps the University
would consider raising the parking
fee to $ 100.00, or more. This
would help everyone. More people
in the U niversity community
would suddenly find how incon
venient it is to park on campus,
and it would allow heretofore
depreived residents, to experience
closeness to the campus, an e:x·
perience we have obviously not
fully appreciated up to this time.
lbink of the benefits that all of
us could receive, if the parking fee
were raised to S HXX> .OO. More of
the University community could
enjoy the convenience of parking
off campus, more of us could en
joy being close to the University,
and the University could plant
grass h. the unused parking areas.
The savings in money alone
boggles the mind.
I am afraid however, that most
of my neighbors are too short
sighted to appreciate the Bar
mecidal attitudes presented by this
minority group within the Univer
sity community. The neighbors ex
press a desire to view this situation
in a more serious light. This does
present a problem as it is so dif
ficult to deal with people who fail
to perceive the obvious and are
determined to misinterpret cause
and effect relationships.
Perhaps the University would
allow the residents in the neigh
borhood to purchase campus
parking permits. This would allow
the residents to park near their
homes during the day. Well, just a
thought.

Davld Oack

control over student newspapers?
Sbould administrators have some
Hashim Mukhtar
J unior
ESL

Sue I<�reem an
Senior
.
Radio Broadcas tmg

l think they have no right 10
have comrol over the student
newspaper. If they do, they are
controlling the opinions and we
have no freedom 10 say what we
wam.

should
1 don 't feel that they
If
cause
be
paper
lire
in
part
have a
pay
We
per.
is a student newspa
able
$Jj, {)()(} a year, we should be
aper.
p
own
10 /rave our

Paul Everts
Junior
Music Educatio n

Daniel Wells
Sen ior
Business Adminis tration

�

No, tltar would be like th
federal government having contra
over the press. College papers
should have the same freedoms,
even at a private institu tion .

3

It 's a bad idea for the ad
ministration to control the student
press because then it wouldn 't be a
stud�nt newspaper.

Robert Powers
Junior
Public Relations

The administration should have
no control. The student newspaper
should be the voice of the studems,
not the administrators.
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- 'Twas The Season -

The just-past holiday and finals season was not without its low and
high moments. Among them:
Presiden t Martha IUme Piper of Winthrop College in Sou� h
Carolina ordered her Public Safet� Department not to exe:ute . tts
usual holiday-season shooting of ptgeons on the campus, dtrecung.
officials to find another way to thin out the pigeon populatio n.
Two students, fogged I n a t t h e Salt Lake Ci! Y airJ?On as th�y tried t o
get home for the holiday, frust ratedly cashed m. thetr plane ttck�ts. and
.
ultimately hired a cab to dnve them 550 miles home to Btlhngs,

Montana.
.
For their $300 fare, U. of Utah student Butch Nolan, 1 8, and tltght
student Jason Jourdan, 19, said taking the cab home was actually
cheaper than flying.

VIrginia Western and Blue �dge C� mmunit.Y Coll�ges, both in
Virginia, raised money by selhng Chnstmas gtft certt licates good
toward tuition and books.
The season was especially hair-raising at some campuses. Cecta:villc
College in Ohio relaxed its prohibition of beards on campus, holdmg a
" Follicle Folly" beard-grow ing contest to mark the campus's tOOth
anniversary.
. . .
But Brigham Young Uni\ Crsity, where a facial hair proh1btt1on
remains, introduced a new portrait of bearded BYU founder Karl T.

Maesar without a beard.
BYU officials explained the posthumous shave would help trim
student resentment of their modern beard policy.
University of Virginia police, meanwhile, tightened security during
finals at the library, where over three weeks a mystery man snuck up
on at least six women and, as they studied or slept , snipped off locks
of their hair with a pair of scissors.

Henry's Oothlng Store in Waco, Tex. , reported the biggest new fad
among women at neighboring Baylor U. was hair bows.
For Christmas, Ohio State announced It was installing 100 new
pencil sharpeners in university buildings over intcrscssion .
On the other hand, the desk staff at Templin Hall a! the U. of
Kanc;ac; announced it would no longer make change for st udrnls

wanting to trade pennies for quarters.

job prospects
a re looki ng blea k
'87

EAST �SING Ml (CPS) 
Thanks to th-�
mtia that
swept through America in 1986,
student job prospects for this
spring seem dimmer than last
spring's, two recent national sur
veys of company hiring plans indi
cate.
And grads this year are likely to
be tested for drug use or even
AIDS before getting a job.
Michigan State's annual survey,
released in late December, found
that big companies in panicular
have cut back their plans for hiring
new college grads.
A Northwestern University stu
dy released at the same time pre
dicts demand for 1987 grads will
mirror 1 986 hiring, but employers
say they will screen applicants
more closely than before, and
starting salaries - while increasing
an average of 2. 1 percent - will
lag behind i n flation .
Both Michigan State and
Northwestern observers blame the
unprecedented wave of corporate
mergers and acquistions that re
ached record levels last year.
" Downsizing, consolidations,
mergers and acquistions have cost
the country jobs in some of our
biggest and best paying corpora
tions, " says Victor Lindquist,
Northwestern' s placement director
and author of the annual
Endicott-Lindquist Report.
About 56 percent of companies
Lindquist surveyed said they'd in
tentioanlly reduced their manageri
al staffs during the last year
through reorganization, hiring
freezes, termination without sever
ance or early retirement incentives.
Michigan State's annual survey
of 700 businesses also found the
biggest companies are the ones
cutting back the most, reports
MSU survey co-author Patrick
Scheetz.
For example, companies with
more then 10,000 employees said
they'd hire 9.3 percent fewer new
college grads this spring, Scheetz
says. Firms with 5,000 to 10,000
employees will cut new grad hiring
by l .S percent.
General Motors, for one, faced
with falling profits, announced in
late December it will halt college
recruiting efforts altogether .
In response, area colleges aJ. c
trying to bring smaller frrms to
campus to recruit. "We're expand
ing our job days to small and
medium-sized companies, " says
Janis Chabica , director of
Cooperative Education at the Un
iversity of Michigan-Flint.

met�

But, while hiring will increase
among smaller companies - ru.
much as 6. 7 percent in companies
with SOO to 1 ,000 employees overall hiring will slip 2.4 percent
nationally, Scheetz says.
"This year, the demand will be
mid-sized
and
in
small
companies," he explains. "Many
larger organizations are mergmg
and downsizing. If they can't make
a project they need themselves,
they're farming the job out to
smaller companies. Hence the
growth of smaller operations. ' '
Better technology also is making
it easier for companies to increase
productivity without adding staff,
Scheetz notes.
"There's an element of global
competition now so companies are
looking to do more with fewer
employees."
Firms are also cutting hiring
plans because they're unsure what
1987's economy will be like, Lind
quist agrees.
"Only three percent (of the
ftrms surveyed) expect a (business)
downturn, but some employers are
still cautious abOut 1987 because of
concerns about the economy, the
continuing exponation of Ameri
can jobs, the deficits in foreign
trade and our national debt . • •
Nevertheless, hotel and restaur
ant management, marketing and
sales, education, electrical engin
eering, computer science, retail and
accounting majors should get a lot
of job offers, Scheetz says.
The surveys show overall de
mand has shifted from manufac
turing to service jobs. Engineering
opportunities are down nine per
cent and non-engineering opportu
nities are up five percent, Lindquist
adds.
Students majoring in civil and
mechanical engineering, home
economics, agriculture, geology
and advertising will probably have
the hardest time getting jobs, the
surveys suggest.
Top starting salaries will go to
electrical, mechanical and chemical
engineers, all breaking the $29,000
per year mark.
But the flat demand and the
large number of graduates mean
higher salaries will go to students
with the best grades and internship
experience, Lindquist says.
Geographically, the southwest
ern states will offer the most
opportunities, followed by the
Northeast, tbe Southeast, north
central, south central and northw
est regions.
"Two years ago the south cen-
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OS ANGELES , CA (CPS) -

College freshmen generally

aim to go into business, harbor a

curious blend of liberal and con
servativr idealogies and may -- or
may not-- be getting as much help
from Pell Grants as their
predecessors of five years ago, a
survey of 290,000 students from
around the United States says.
Each year, UCLA and the Amer
ican Council on Education survey
entering freshman, and issue re
ports that in recent years have
become the source for most com
monly held notions about student
attitudes.
This year the study authors were
most impressed by their finding
that only 16.9 percent of this year's
freshman class received Pell
Grants, compared to almost a
third of the freshman class of 1980.
By contrast, 25.4 percent of this
year's freshmen have Guaranteed
Student Loans, compared to the
1980 figure of 20.9 percent of the
freshmen.
But the U . S . Department of
Education's Bruce Carnes says the
statistics are "seriously flawed,"
and that about 24 percent of all
college students actually receive
Pell Grants, which, of course,
don't have to be repaid.
Carnes adds t he Education
Dept . , which has helped fund the
survey " for years and years, " has
found discrepancies in its financial
aid statistics for the past several
years.
Study director Professor Alexan
der Astin's "work is good when it
comes to talking about what stu
dents think, but when it comes to
questions about finances, their par
en�s· income, that's unreliable, "
Qrrnes says.
The week before UCLA released
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its fmdings, a congressional
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"We stand by our statistics,"
replies Dr. Kenneth C. Green, the
study's associate director. "We 've
done validity studies that show
students do know the sources of
their aid and have a very good
_

sense of parental income."
Green says Carn es' figur es
"don't reflect the same population
of ftrst-time and full-time college

students" that the UCLA survey
covers.
"The Department (of Educa
tion) has purchased our data for
years to use in their own analvses.
Their own independent reviews
have confirmed our data over the

years."
John Skare, executive director
of the National Student Roundta
ble in Washington, D.C., believes
the survey is "valid" and that it
can be a useful tool. "They've
been doing it long enough now,
and 1 have no problem with the

methodology."
Carnes isn't sure if the depan
ment's arguments with the conclu
sions about aid will convince it to
drop its support of the survey.
"I'm not saying we're not going
to fund (the study) again, and I'm
not saying we are," he says.
"These rates aren't fixed."
No one, moreover, has any
problem with the survey's other

findings.
It found that a greater percen-
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percent in 1 967.
The Student Roundtable's Skare
relates such feelings to fmancial aid
reduc tions that make stude nts
"very very careful about finan
ces" �d adopt pragmatic views of

life.
Along the same lines, studen t
suppor t for abolish ing capital
punishment decline d to its lowest
point in the history of the survey
(to 25.4 percent of the freshme n,
down from 26.6 percent last year
and 57.6 percent in 1 97 1 ) .
Support for legalizjng marijuan a
also continued its decline to (2 1 .3
percent, from 2 1 .8 percent last
year and 52.9 percent at its peak in

The Pacifican
Tricia Krause

1977).
For the first time in the survey's
history, the majority of freshmen
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tral area had one of the highest
hiring rates in the country, "
Scheetz recalls. "Now it places
fifth out of six, and you can
probably blame the drop on the
energy industry.''
The students who are recruited,
moreover, may face yet another
obstacle before actually winning
jobs this spring.
One-third of Lindquist's 230
respondents now test job applic
ants for drug use, a 1 36 percent
increase in the number of testers.
An additional 19 percent say
they'll stan testing in the next year.
The College Placement Council
(CPC) reports that nearly 30 per
cent of the firms that recruit on
campuses now screen applicants
for drug use. Another 20 percent
plan to adopt the practice within
two years.

- "The data found in our survey
(of 497 national employers cor
roborate other reports that drug
screening programs are on the
rise," says CPC spokesman War
ren Kauffman. "Oearly the study
shows this is a major employment
issue."
Nearly 90 percent of employers
who use drug screening tests say
they won't hire applicants who fail
the tests. Most rank safety as the
top reason for demanding such
testing, followed by security, quali
ty and reliability of products and
services, productivity, health cost
control and noncompany or gov
ernment regulations.
Two percent of ftrmS in Lindqu
ist's survey also now test emplo
yees for AIDS, while another five
percent plan to begin such testing
in 1 987.

.�rso

UOP ADS

employment

:---

Government

Jobs $ 1 6,040 $59,230/yr. Now Hiring. Call
805-687-6CXX> Ext. R- 1977 for
current federal list.
College Students earn $6 - $ 1 0
per hour working part-time on
campus. For more information,
call l -800-932-05 28.

Earn money and work on For-

tune 500 Companies' marketing
programs on compus. Pan-time
(flexible) hours each week. We
give references. Call 1 -800-243-

6679.

Earn easy extra $$helping with
student lifestyle surveys. Call

Judi Neely (collect) at 8 1 8 -763to 5 p.m. Wei O:llm
time).

il� (8 am.

personals
Andi,

How did we do?
It's not the same without
you. Miss you much!
The P'can Gang

lost & found

Found: flute. Call to identify.
946-2058 or 957-209 1 .

Fill this space

Ca11 946-21 1 4

�

_____.J

Tri-Delta proudly
presents th eir
1987 Pledge Class. . .

Claire A nderso n
Toni aker
Marcr Baun
Stacey Belche
Caroline Bolls
Susa n B osko n
A ndrea Brya n
Sh an no n B :'zzard
'
Crystal Chr ng
Lynne! Cleland
A ndrea Cox
A ndrea Culwell
Joanna DeMarsico
T�acy Do wd
K1m er!y e cht
Jenr:ifer Fr ttmgh of
f
Ulrrka Gamboa
Monika Hal verso n
Elizabeth Hawley
Kristen Henry
Laurie James
Shelby Jerniga n
Brenda Kelly
Laurie Kempen
A my Kn o wles
Wendy L am
Nancy Leo nar
d
Dan a L evitt
Kristin L ibsch

f!

�

��

Yasmin Massis
Molly May
Katherine O 'Dea
Michele Oleata
Christine Olson
Karen Pelissetti
Jennifer Prest on
Margaret Putnam
Michele Rickard
Michelle Rothberg
Sara Schroeder
Wendy Taylor
Susan White
Linda Wilson
Debra Worsley
Sienna Yoshida
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Quotable quotes

"Do not turn your back on anyone. You may be painted on one side
only. "
-Stanislaw J. Lee, poet
"My problem lies in reconciling my gross habits with my net income. "
-Errol Flynn

"One's company, two 's a crowd and three's a party. "

-Andy Warhol
"If you do not raise your eyes you will think you
are 1he highest
point. "
-Anonymous

"Man is a dog 's ideal of what God should be. "

-Holbrook Jackson
"My father always told me that ifyou saw a man in a Rolfs Royce you
could be sure he was not a gentleman unless he was the chauffeur. "

-Earl ofAaron
"The marvelous thing about a joke with a double meaning is that it
can only mean one thing. "

-Ronnie Barker

" Woman is like a teabag - you can 't tell how strong she is until you
put her in hot water. "
-Nancy Reagan
"I believe in sex and death - two experiences that come only once
in a
lifetime. "
- Woody Allen
"A wopbopaloobopalopbamboom! "

-Lillie Richard

Compiled by Robyn Bullard, Feature Editor

The Pacifican

Is Now Accepting Applications for

Advertising
Representatives

Call

UOP I nterna tiona l

Conversation partners program

The Conversat ion Partners Program offers a lot to both American
and foreign students. By joining CPP, American students will gain the
opportunity t o learn about different cultures of the world while
foreign students will have the chance to learn about the American
culture and improve conversational English skills. CPP matches
foreign and American st udents according to interests and back
grounds. The Partners meet weekly or at times convenient to bot h .
There arc several social activities and lots of fun. Applications are
available through the Office of International Services located in the
Bechtel Center and arc due by February 4th . For more informat ion,
contact Verna in OIS 946-2246.

International l<�riendship Family Program
The University of t he Pacific's Office of International Services and
Orange Aide (a volunteer groups of alumni and community members)
arc pleased to invite you to join our International Friendship Fantilv
Program. This program is designed to give you, our foreign students,
an opportunity to meet an American family who will invite you to visit
their home and to participate with them in the International
Fricnd�hip Family Program 's group act ivities. If you would like to be
a part of this program, stop by t he Office of International Services in
the Bechtel Center. Faculty and University community members are
also invited to participate as a Friendship Family to a foreign st udent .
For more informat ion, contact 946-2246.

r.:=======j� H:CH :=======:;,
PUT YOUR
COLLEGE DEGREE
TO WORK.
Air Force Officer Trairung School is an
excellent start to a challenging career as an
Air Force Officer . We offer great starting pay ,

medical care, 30 days of vacation with pay
each year and management opportunities.
Contact an Air Force recruiter. Find out what
Officer Training School can mean for you . Call

SSgt Rich Ebanks
1 273 East �� Aveooe
Fresno. CA �371
collect

946-2 1 5 5

It's eleven p.m.
Do you know where your paper is?

{209) �24--6328

0

Let's be real. Compare the equipment she's using to yours. If
you \Yere both trying to tunnel through a mountain, she'd have a
bulldozer and you'd haYc a shrimp fork.
Don't despair. Your problem is already half-solved. For a lim
ited time, you can buy an Apple Macintosh " Plus or a Macintosh
51 2K Enhanced computer with �licrosoft Works-for less money.
Which i� wonderful.
You get a Macintosh, with its speed, ease of use, and graphic
capability. Plus. you get a software progrJm that let'i you use all this

Macintosh power in all your subjects.
Microsoft Works is not just one progrJm, it's four integrated
programs: word prtx·essing, data-h�L�c management, spreadsheet
with charting. and commu c . �tions.
1\leanirw \'ou can put charts in your history essays. Spread
sheets in )·ou economics papers. Call Dowjones News/Retrieval
at 2:00 A.�1. to get the fact" for your joumalism story due at 8:00 A.M.
So if you're taki ng more than one subject this semester, you
should check out Macintosh and Microsoft Works.
But don't wait till the eleventh hour. TI1is offer wil l end soon.
And your paper might stay out all night.
·

7-

Macintosh and MicrosoftWorks

Universit y Boo ksto re
in the Computer Departmen t

. I
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CONCERTS:

�

Triumph will be playing with special guests at the Oa land
Coliseum on Saturday, January 3 1 at 8 : 00 p . m . Tickets
are $ 1 5 . 50 in advance, $ 1 7 . 50 at the door. . . .

:

The Grateful Dead will be playing at the San rancisco
Civic Audito rium on J anuary 30 at 8:00 p . m . Ttckets are
$ 1 6.50 . . . .

�

auper WI· 11 be
For all of those trendy people, Cyndt
playing at the Henry J . Kaiser Convent iOn Cent r on
Friday, J anuary 30 at 8:00 p . m . Tickets are $ 1 5 . 50 m ad
.

�

vance, $ 1 7 .50 the day of the show . · · ·

Also Iron Maiden and Vinnie Vincent will be playing at
_
the Arco Arena in Sacramento. The show IS Febr ary 1 3

�

at 7 : 30 p . m . Tickets are $ 1 7 .50 which includes parkmg . . . .
Human League will be playing with special guests at the
Berkeley Community Theatre on February 24 at 8 :00 p . m .

tickets are $ 1 5 . 50 reserved . . . .
UOP CONSERVATORY :

The UOP Conservatory of Music will be presenting a new
addition to their staff, Trumpter Mike Vox in a Resident
A rtist Series recital of music from the classics through
dixieland and modern j azz. Vax perrformed with such
groups as The Stan Kenton Orchestra, the Glenn M iller

�

Orchestra, the Dukes of Dixieland in New O leans and
�
t he J immy Dorsey Orchestra. The program w1ll be m at
.
8 : 1 5 p . m . tonight in the Long Theatre. Gener l Adm1 S10n

?

�

�

is a $2 scholarship donat ion; students and ch1ldren w1ll be
admitted free of charge.

C THEATRE:
onight: The World According to Garp , 6 and 9 p.m . . . . .
_
his weekend : Stand By Me, 6 and 9 p . m . on Fnday and

Saturday, 3, 6 and 9 p . m . on Sunday . . . .

Editor's N ote : He//o UOP! My name is Jim Smith and I_
_
would like to introduce myself as the new Entertamm nt

e_

ditor. I have many new and innovative ideas for makmg

this a very exciting semester. I would enjoy any input and
ideas that you as the reading audience might have to make

this part of the newspaper even better than before. Tlze
overall took of the entertainment pages will look tlze same,
ut with a few minor changes. The column known a
' What 's Up Chuck ' will now be called 'On The To wn.
This column will keep you up-to-date and informed on

1pcoming events that might be of intere'>t. I hope to be
_
rearing from you soon with some ideas for stor es

�

?

maybe some artistic writing of your o wn. If you re m
terested in writing for me let me kno w! Welcome back an
wve a great spring semester!

C

omiki Holidays, the world\
largest tour operator for
people aged 1 8 to 30, vffrrs college
students the opportunity to meet
and travel with people in their own
age group and experience an array
of special activities in the new line
up of " Al l - I nclusive" 1 987
European tours.
Priced as low as $63 per day, in
cluding Pan Am airfare between
U . S . cities and London , ac
comodations, transportation by
deluxe motorcoach, most meals
and sightseeing, the tours include
special highlights such as a seven
night cruise in the South �f Fr�ce
by private boat , a scemc crmse
along the Shannon River in Ireland
and a relaxing stay at Contiki's
new private resorts in Austria and
th island of Corfu.
A unique aspect of Contiki's
European tours is the special ac
comodations used exclusively by
Contiki groups. In addition to
regular tourists hotels, passengers
will stay in a historic privately
owned Chateau in Lyon; a castle
perched above the Rhine River,
dating from 1 245; a hotel perched
7 ()()() feet above Lake Lucerne in
S itzerland which is accessible
only by the world's steepest cog
railway or cable car and a Greek
island sch ooner .
All ac
comodations have private facilities
and there is no single supplement
charged for those traveling alone.
Co n t i k i ' s " A l l - I n c l u s i v e "
European tours include round-trip
airfare on
Pan
Am,
ac
comodat ions, transportation via
deluxe mot orcoach , act ivit ies,
breakfast and dinner daily with an
occasional local meal out , pre-tour
information and according to
them, "as much fun as you can
handle."
Two of t he most popular
programs put on by Contiki are
known as the Best of Britain trip
and the European discovery trip.
The Best of Britain is a 1 4-day tour
of England, Scotland and Wales.
The European Discovery trip in
volves an I 8-day tour of France,
Switzerlan d ,
I t aly, Aust ria,
Vatican Ci1 � . West Germany and
H01l;mcl . l- ttroprlln Di�rovrt y is
the perfect introduction to t he
hbtory ol �uropc l or t hose w�_ th
limited vacat ion time or who wtsh
to add other Contiki tours to their
itineraries.
Contiki tours has a great range
of itineraries that bring the Best
Europe has to offer to those who
have never been or those who wish
to see it again .
For those of you who are tired
of the ordinary trip to Palm
Springs or Ft . Lauderdale for
spring break, Contiki European
tours is the one for you.
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SALOMON

00

one

round
trip

way

any of Amtrak's cities from San Dieg
o to the Bay Area .
So next time you've got someplace to be, some
body
to see up or down the state, call l-80
0-US A-RA IL
for our fare and schedule informa
tion. Then take the

way that's t;asiest on
you and your
wallet.
The railway.
The San J oaq
and San Diegan.
Because gomg on
A mtrak is n
ow going for

·

for �

�

00

Buy a round trip anywhere on Amtrak's San Joaquin
or San Diegan routes and the return portion is only $7!
You'll save on both of the San Joaquin daily runs and
all 7 of the daily San Diegans. In fact you'll save between

�

·

You know your day will ch
up if
have Randee a s your wrutress . She
is one of the most cheer ul �-·
eet
warm m dI'vt'du a1s you Wi11 lll����
Then again, that goes
whole crew that make up Fran(•
,
Restaurant .

�

ALL �
ABOARD

AMTRAK
BayArea-Fresno $37.50 roundtrip Sacramento -Bak
ersfield $53.00 roundtrip
less !
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Sweet Victory

Showing that they are number one are Janet Wolfe, Brooke Herrington and Andrea Redick.

Elaina Oden and Dorothy Hert demonstrate that an intimidlatlrtg
blocking team is as effective as a weD-placed spike.

The 1 986 UOP Volleyball season came to its dramatic
conclusion on December 20th when UOP beat Nebraska for
the NCA A women 's title. The ladies played tough, con
sistent volleyball to beat the Huskers with a score of 15-12 in
the first game and by scores of 15-4 in the next two games.
Some thought thai Nebraska might rake lhe Tigers to 4 or
even 5 games, but as the Tigers kept up their high intensity
game plan, Nebraska seemed to fall. Terry Pel/it, Head
Coach of Nebraska, said later that they were nor prepared
for a team that could keep Lhat type of high intensify play
going through three games. UOP 's consistent blocking was
probably the most damaging weapon. With the Tigers con
sistently blocking our mosr of the Husker spikes, Nebraska
not only did not score points but had to contend with the
psycholo{!.ical bailie that everything they threw at the Tigers
came righr/JacA al them.
.
ecuu ve tttle they
With UOP winning their second cons
.
to have won a natwnal
have become a part of a small group
smaller group to have
championship and part of an even
will try to be a art of a
won twice in a row. Next year UOP
er; the ftrst team
group of which !hey will be tire only 1 e
The
to win lhrC'e tirles in a row. The posslblliltes are there.
no
are
there
tigers will nol be losing any of their players, for
of
best
and the
sen iors on the team. Congratula tions Ladies
luck for next year
.

� �� �

�

After the match, Tlsha Delaney shows her disappointment in not
claiming the NCAA trophy.
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TIGER TRACKS

Thursday, January 29
Men's Basketball at CS Fullerton
Golf at Conquistador I nvitational (Arizona)

Friday, January 30
Golf at Conquistador I nvitational (Ari1.ona)
Men's Swimming at Hayward State
Women's Swimming at Hayward State
Men's Tennis at Fresno State
Saturdav. January 31
Me�·s Basketball at UC Santa Barba. :1 (TV)

7:30 p.m.
All Day
All Day
2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m .
l :OO p.m.

Women's Basketball hosts CS Fullerton
(Parent-Alumni Night)

7:30 p.m.

Ba�eball seas on opener at U.S. International (2)
Golf at Conquistador Invitational (Arizona)

I 2:00 p.m .
All Day
l l :OO a.m.

Women's Swimming hosts San Jose State
Sunday, February 1
Baseball at U.S. International
Monday, February 2

� :OO p.m.
7:30 p.m.

Women's Basketball host� San Diego State
Tuesday, February 3
Baseball home opener vs. Stanford
Saturday, February 7
Men's Basketball hosts Fresno State
Sunday, February 8
Volleyball Banquet at Spanos Center
(Reservations 946-2472 $20.00)

3:00 p.m.
7:35 p.m.
5 :00 p.m.

I NTRAMU RALS
The entry date for participation in intramural outdoor soccer,
badminton, and softball is February 23 and all events will start
following spring break. I ncluded with the sport� mentioned above,
intramural� will also be conducting Tennis Double:., Mixed Tennis
Doubles, Volleyball Competitions, and 1 9 Hole Golf. An approximate
start date is March 20.

Schick Superhoop Ba�ketball Competition

Teams whkh arc interested in participating can sign up beginning
Fehmary 4, I 987. The deadline for sign-ups is Friday, February 1 3 , at
3 p.m. finals will be held in the Spanos Center on Monday, February
1 6, from 3-5 p.m. The Schick Superhoop Basket ball compet ition will
provide for 3-on-3 compet ition, but each team is only allowed a
maximum of 4 people listed on the roster. Winners will advance to the
rl'gional finals to be held in Berkeley on March 8. Four different
divisions are available and they arc: I ) 6 foot and below, 2) 6 foot and
above, 3) advanced !>kill, and 4) average skill.

ton��.,��

Titans vs . TIQ9I'S

eigh th year with the Titans . Flit
ton attained its biggest Win
UOP in J anuary of 1980 when
d-:feated the Tigers 74-56.
U .C. Santa Barbara's J
P irnm is 215-1 2 overall in his 1 ·
year of coach mg and 42-56 in
fourth year at Santa Barbara
Pacific's Tom O' Neill is.
overall in his fifth Year
as
coach in Stock ton.
Recent starter changes
sop h o m ore W illie Tat um r
freshman David Michaelson at
forward and j u nior James Gl
is back at point guard.
Gleaves and junio r
R.obtn
Modesto, also a guard, were
year' s co-Most Improved Pia�
and were the timate heroes at ilt
Fresno State vtctory .
Modesto, who had six turn
%
that night and, in his own wor
"could do nothing right" all nigh_
hit the incredible game
while Gleaves hit a crucial lhlll,
point field goal in Pacific's �
point barrage in the last 40 SCo:t.
ds. The two genuine point &Will
have struggled lately, av�
only 3 .6 points as a
dem in tit
last five games while shooting 1
collect ive 7-29 from the floor (.�J
and turning the ball over 19 �
Gleaves has displayed the UDcaJDJI
abilit y t o hit the important
pointers in his two years as 1
regular .
Last year, Gleaves hit a gaQ.
w i n n i n g t hree-point er at the
PCAA tournament to beat s.
Jose State, and Thursday's tx.�
at Fresno helped the Tigers f1iJ.
For Modesto. the leaping leaner to
beat Fresno was undoubtedly Iii
highest moment as a Tiger.

By Bnan S. Thompson
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T

he Tigers are on the road
tonight attempting to attain
a victory over the Titans of Cal
State Fullerton in game no. 18 this
season. We're talking basketball
here; taking the ball to the hoop is
what the Orange Army must do
tonight as it travels to the Titan
for what could be a vengence
match.
The ferocious Tigers have a
slight edge over Fullerton because
like many teams around the
league, the Tigers have been in
volved in several close games this
year. The Tigers have won by an
average of 2.8 points whereas the
average margin of victory in the
PCAA is 4.5 points.
What's more is that Pacific has
beaten Fullerton 14 times out of 30
matches, which includes the Titans
loss to Pacific earlier this season in
game no. 1 1 . With all things con
sidered, let's attempt to account
for the momentum of the down
trodden Titans.
Fullerton is in the midst of a six
game losing streak that began back
on January 5 in Stockton, when
the Tigers defeated the Titans 5855. That loss is partially respon
sible for the Titans' longest losing
since the 1983-84 season. The
Titans lost last Thursday in double
overtime at Utah State, 96-95,
despite putting in 39 field goals to
USU's 24. Fullerton also lost to
San Jose State 53-62 Saturday
night.
On the flip side of the coin,
Pacific's Orange Army has won
two of its last three with its most
recent loss coming in the aftermath
of a PCAA conference match
against the Utah State Aggies, 73-

�
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streak

febfll
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epth and versatility charac
terize the I 987 edition of
Pacifie baseball. The Tigers return
13 letter winners and enter the
season with a host of talented
youngsters expected to contribute
immediately.
Sixth year Head Coach John
Picone expects improvement from
last season's 22-26 showing and
7-14 finish in the Pacific Coast
Athletic Association. The Tigers of
1987 are young yet experienced
and expect continued improvement
throughout the season.
"We have more depth than ever
before," says Picone, "and we
have more quality athletes this year
than in a long time. We should be
better than last year, with last
season being a strong building
block towards a more successful
future. Although we don't have
the one pitcher that can dominate
the opposition like we had last year
(Mike Pitz), we have more depth,
and we are faster and much better
defensively. We can only improve
with our hitting, also."
The Tigers look to utilize a
handful of senior leaders in third
baseman Vince Brigman, second
baseman Perry Manley, hard
throwing righthander Doug Nel
son, catchers Ray Marisnick and
Joe Ortiz, and utilityman Mike
Bradely.
Brigman and Manley anchor the
Tiger infield with returning starter
Beau Hili at shortstop. "We will be
improved and more solid in the
infield, especially in the middle.
We have an excellent double play

combination in Pen y Manley ami
Beau Hill, and we have more depth
with Bradley, Willie Tat u m , Mar!<
Troutner, and Ron Beverly."
Pacific will be strong again be
hind the plate with the return of all
three catchers including Second
Team All-PCAA selection Joe Or
tiz. Ortiz, who also plays the
outfield, led the PCAA with 3 1
stolen bases in addition to his team
leading .319 average. Marisnick
will see time at catcher and first
base, and sophomore Dennis Kula
will see double duty at catcher and
in the outfield.
·
In the outfield, Picone expects
to use as many as seven
ingredients. The bulk of Pacific's
offensive f1repower should come
from this group including Kula
and Ortiz, sophomores Deryk
Gross and Jon 1 indley, walk-on
senior Scott Morrison and J C
transfers David Attebery and Jeff
Jones. Atteberry and Jones both
have great offensive potential and
may see time as designated hitters.
On the mound, Picone will have

the luxury of using up to ten
pitchers this season despite lacking
the one stopper he had last season
in current Los Angeles Dodgers
prospect Mike Pitz. "We have
more quality arms and more
depth. Consistency in throwing
strikes will be the key to any
success we have. "
Senior Doug Nelson returns af
ter 19 appearances last season and
five wins. Only Nelson has earned
a definite spot in the rotation,
however several will vie for starting
rights including newcomers Aaron
Pulido, Jay Ramey, and Jim Yan
ko; and sophomore Deryk Gross.
Among the length corps of reliev
ers slated to open the season are
Pulido and Gropss, and juniors
Scott Fujita, Tim Cotenas, and
Atteberry.
The Tigers surprised many in
1 986 with a strong pitching staff
and opportunistic offense. For Pa
cific in 1987, the outlook is much
the same with a solid nucleus
returning and plenty of raw talent
waiting to take their turn.
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Pat Krohn

San Jose had to step back as Brent Counts went to the boards in
UOP's 61-57 victory over the Spartans.

69. But Pacific has already beaten
the Spartans of San Jose State 6157 this season .
u . C . Santa Barbara is also
fighting its longest losing streak of
the year. But they may prove more
dangerous than the Titans because
the Gauchos are suffering from
merely two straight losses; 6-2 at

home this year. U.C. Santa Barbara meets the Fresno Bulldogs at
h o m e Thursday night befo r e
facing off against t h e Tigers Saturday afternoon. C.S. Fullerton has
been off since Saturday and certainly needs all the time available
to prepare for the Tigers.
Fullerto n ' s Coach George

Entering his sixth season at the
helm of the Pacific baseball pro
gram is John Picone, a 1 974
graduate of UC Santa Barbara
who carries with him twelve years
of college coaching experience.
The San Jose native has held down
the head job at Pacific since 1982
after a five-year stint as an assist
ant to former Tiger mentor Tom
Stubbs. In five years thus far,
Picone has compised a 107-153- 1
record, reaching the 1 00-win plat·
eau last season in the Tigers'
conference opener against Nevada
Las Vegas.
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